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Do you keep putting your dreams off to the side? Discover the power of Short Term Massive Action

to finally achieve your lifelong goals! Are your urgent daily tasks getting in the way of what's really

important? Have you procrastinated for months or years when it comes to your true calling?

Groundbreaking coach and bestselling author Honoree Corder is here to take you where you want

to be. Vision to Reality is more than a collection of good ideas. It's an easy-to-read blueprint used by

successful men and women to transform daily actions into their ideal lives. Simple and

revolutionary, Vision to Reality helps you dream big so you can achieve big. In this book, you'll

discover:A step-by-step process to identify and achieve your visionHow to create Big Hairy

Audacious Goals and start taking action toward their realizationWhy laser focus can give you the

power to do more than you ever thought possibleHow to get the best out of your team and yourself

And much, much more! Through applying the lessons of Honoree's Short Term Massive Action

Coaching Program, you'll increase your efficiency, overcome your challenges, and live with the

passion you need to turn the wildest visions into your true reality. When you become clear on

exactly what you want and how to get it, you'll get results at lightning speed. Vision to Reality is the

concise shot in the arm you need to build your destiny. Buy the book to take a giant leap toward

your dreams today!
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First of all, I am a big fan of Honoree Corder. I read The Successful Single Mom series - all of them -

and they were instrumental to me at a time when I needed them most. Following a divorce, I



stumbled upon her books and soaked them up as quickly as I could. Her no nonsense way of telling

things like they are is such a breath of fresh air, and I feel like she's in the room talking to me as a

read the words on the pages.I follow Honoree on Facebook, and when I heard she was writing this

book I asked to be one of the first readers. We are not 'best buddies' and we do not even live in the

same city...so my review is not a reflection of my friend's book. It's genuine.First of all, let me start

by saying I am in the process of trying to increase my success in several areas of my life...so that's

why I jumped on the chance at reading this book. She opens by saying 'what do you really want and

why haven't you already got it?' And as soon as I read that line, I stopped. I literally closed my

laptop, and had to ask myself that question. What is stopping me from doing what I need to do?

Why haven't I made a few of the tough decisions I need to make? I opened my laptop back up, and

continued to read. I love that she talks about Hal Elrod's 'Miracle Morning.' I was NEVER a morning

person, and once I picked up his book, my days have been transformed. Her Six Daily Habits are

now written down on the wall in front of my computer desk at work...I love how simple they are. You

don't have to spend hours and hours doing stupid stuff to be successful. Just remember these six

things and make them work into whatever business you have...so easy. After reading the first

chapter or two, her book reminded me of WHY I love my job...it's because I get to help people.
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